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ABSTRACT
Context. The Gaia spacecraft of the European Space Agency (ESA) has been securing observations of solar system objects (SSOs)
since the beginning of its operations. Data Release 2 (DR2) contains the observations of a selected sample of 14,099 SSOs. These
asteroids have been already identified and have been numbered by the Minor Planet Center repository. Positions are provided for each
Gaia observation at CCD level. As additional information, complementary to astrometry, the apparent brightness of SSOs in the unfil-
tered G band is also provided for selected observations.
Aims. We explain the processing of SSO data, and describe the criteria we used to select the sample published in Gaia DR2. We then
explore the data set to assess its quality.
Methods. To exploit the main data product for the solar system in Gaia DR2, which is the epoch astrometry of asteroids, it is necessary
to take into account the unusual properties of the uncertainty, as the position information is nearly one-dimensional. When this aspect
is handled appropriately, an orbit fit can be obtained with post-fit residuals that are overall consistent with the a-priori error model that
was used to define individual values of the astrometric uncertainty. The role of both random and systematic errors is described. The
distribution of residuals allowed us to identify possible contaminants in the data set (such as stars). Photometry in the G band was
compared to computed values from reference asteroid shapes and to the flux registered at the corresponding epochs by the red and blue
photometers (RP and BP).
Results. The overall astrometric performance is close to the expectations, with an optimal range of brightness G ∼ 12 − 17. In this
range, the typical transit-level accuracy is well below 1 mas. For fainter asteroids, the growing photon noise deteriorates the perfor-
mance. Asteroids brighter thanG ∼ 12 are affected by a lower performance of the processing of their signals. The dramatic improvement
brought by Gaia DR2 astrometry of SSOs is demonstrated by comparisons to the archive data and by preliminary tests on the detection
of subtle non-gravitational effects.
Key words. astrometry – minor planets, asteroids: general – methods: data analysis – space vehicles: instruments
1. Introduction
The ESA Gaia mission (Gaia Collaboration 2016) is observ-
ing the sky since December 2013 with a continuous and
pre-determined scanning law. While the large majority of the
observations concern the stellar population of the Milky Way,
Gaia also collects data of extragalactic sources and solar sys-
tem objects (SSOs). A subset of the latter population of celestial
bodies is the topic of this work.
Gaia has been designed to map astrophysical sources of
very small or negliglible angular extension. Extended sources,
like the major planets, that do not present a narrow brightness
peak are indeed discarded by the onboard detection algorithm.
This mission is therefore a wonderful facility for the study of
the population of SSOs, including small bodies, such as aster-
oids, Jupiter trojans, Centaurs, and some trans-Neptunian objects
(TNO) and planetary satellites, but not the major planets.
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The SSO population is currently poorly characterised,
because basic physical properties including mass, bulk density,
spin properties. shape, and albedo are not known for the vast
majority of them.
The astrometric data are continuously updated by ground-
based surveys, and they are sufficient for a general dynamical
classification. Only in rare specific situations, however, their
accuracy allows us to measure subtle effects such as non-
gravitational perturbations and/or to estimate the masses. In this
respect, Gaia represents a major step forward.
Gaia is the first global survey to provide a homogeneous data
set of positions, magnitudes, and visible spectra of SSOs,with
extreme performances on the astrometric accuracy (Mignard
et al. 2007; Cellino et al. 2007; Tanga et al. 2008, 2012;
Hestroffer et al. 2010; Delbo’ et al. 2012; Tanga & Mignard 2012;
Spoto et al. 2017). Gaia astrometry, for ∼350 000 SSOs by the
end of the mission, is expected to produce a real revolution. The
additional physical data (low-resolution reflection spectra, accu-
rate photometry) will at the same time provide a much needed
physical characterisation of SSOs.
Within this population, the Gaia DR2 contains a sample
of 14 099 SSOs (asteroids, Jupiter trojans, and a few TNOs)
for a total of 1 977 702 different observations, collected dur-
ing 22 months since the start of the nominal operations in July
2014. A general description of Gaia DR2 is provided in Gaia
Collaboration (2018).
The main goal of releasing SSO observations in Gaia DR2
is to demonstrate the capabilities of Gaia in the domain of SSO
astrometry and to also allow the community to familiarise itself
with Gaia SSO data and perform initial scientific studies. For
this reason, the following fundamental properties of the release
are recalled first.
– Only a sub-sample of well-known SSOs was selected among
those observed by Gaia. Moreover, this choice is not
intended to be complete with respect to any criterion based
on dynamics of physical categories.
– The most relevant dynamical classes are represented, includ-
ing near-Earth and main-belt objects, Jupiter trojans, and a
few TNOs.
– For each of the selected objects, all the observations obtained
over the time frame covered by the Gaia DR2 are included,
with the exception of those that did not pass the quality tests
described later in this article.
– Photometric data are provided for only a fraction of the
observations as a reference, but they should be considered as
preliminary values that will be refined in future data releases.
The goals of this paper are to illustrate the main steps of the
data processing that allowed us to obtain the SSO positions from
Gaia observations and to analyse the results in order to derive
the overall accuracy of the sample, as well as to illustrate the
selection criteria that were applied to identify and eliminate the
outliers.
The core of our approach is based on an accurate orbital fit-
ting procedure, which was applied on the Gaia data alone, for
each SSO. The data published in the DR2 contain all the quan-
tities needed to reproduce the same computations. The post-fit
orbit residuals generated during the preparation of this study are
made available as an auxiliary data set on the ESA Archive1. Its
object is to serve as a reference to evaluate the performance of
independent orbital fitting procedures that could be performed
by the archive users.
1 https://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/
More technical details on the data properties and their organ-
isation, which are beyond the scope of this article, are illustrated
in the Gaia DR2 documentation accessible through the ESA
archive.
This article is organised as follows. Section 2 illustrates the
main properties of the sample selected for DR2 and recalls the
features of Gaia that affect SSO observations. For a more com-
prehensive description of Gaia operations, we refer to Gaia
Collaboration (2016). The data reduction procedure is outlined
in Sect. 3, while Sect. 4 illustrates the properties of the photo-
metric data that complement the astrometry. Section 5 is devoted
to the orbital fitting procedure, whose residuals are then used to
explore the data quality. This is described in Sects. 6 and 7.
2. Data used
We recall here some basic properties of the Gaia focal plane
that directly affect the observations. As the Gaia satellite rotates
at a constant rate, the images of the sources on the focal plane
drift continuously (in the along-scan direction, AL) across the
different CCD strips. A total of nine CCD strips exists, and the
source in the astrometric field (AF, numbered from one to nine,
AF1, AF2, . . . AF9) can cross up to these nine strips.
Thus each transit published in the Gaia DR2 consists at most
of nine observations (AF instrument). Each CCD operates in
time-delay integration (TDI) mode, at a rate corresponding to the
drift induced by the satellite rotation. All observations of SSOs
published in the Gaia DR2, both for astrometry and photometry,
are based on measurements obtained by single CCDs.
The TDI rate is an instrumental constant, and the spacecraft
spin rate is calibrated on the stars. The exposure time is deter-
mined by the crossing time of a single CCD, that is, 4.4 s. Shorter
exposure times are obtained when needed to avoid saturation, by
intermediate electric barriers (the so-called gates) that swallow
all collected electrons. Their positioning on the CCD in the AL
direction is chosen in such a way that the distance travelled by the
source on the CCD itself is reduced, thus reducing the exposure
time.
To drastically reduce the data volume processed on board
and transmitted to the ground, only small patches around each
source (windows) are read out from each CCDs. The window
is assigned after the source has been detected in a first strip of
CCD, the sky mapper (SM), and confirmed in AF1. For the vast
majority of the detected sources (G > 16), the window has a
size of 12 × 12 pixels, but the pixels are binned in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the scanning direction, called across-scan
(AC). Only 1D information in the AL direction is thus available,
with the exception of the brightest sources (G < 13), for which
a full 2D window is transmitted. Sources of intermediate bright-
ness are given a slightly larger window (18 × 12 pixels), but AC
binning is always present.
As the TDI rate corresponds to the nominal drift velocity of
stars on the focal plane, the image of an SSO that has an apparent
sky motion is slightly spread in the direction of motion. Its AL
position also moves with respect to the window centre during the
transit. The signal is thus increasingly truncated by the window
edge. For instance, the signal of an SSO with an apparent motion
(in the AL direction) of 13.6 mas s−1 moves by one pixel during
a single CCD crossing, with corresponding image smearing.
We can assume that the image is centred in the window at
the beginning of the transit, when it is detected first by the SM,
and its position is used to define the window coordinates. Then,
while drifting on the focal plane and crossing the AF CCDs, due
to its motion relative to the stars, the SSO will leave the window
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center. When the AF5 strip is reached, about half of the flux will
be lost.
In practice, the uncertainty in determining the position of the
source within the window is a function of its centring and can
vary over the transit due to the image drift described above. This
contribution to the error budget is computed for each position
and published in Gaia DR2.
2.1. Selection of the sample
For Gaia DR2, the solar system pipeline worked on a pre-
determined list of transits in the field of view (FOV) of Gaia. To
build it, a list of accurate predictions was first created by cross-
matching the evolving position of each asteroid to the sky path of
the Gaia FOVs. This provides a set of predictions of SSO transits
that were then matched to the observed transits. At this level, the
information on the SSO transits comes from the output of the
daily processing (Fabricius et al. 2016) and in particular from
the initial data treatment (IDT). IDT proceeds by an approxi-
mate, daily solution of the astrometry to derive source positions
with a typical uncertainty of the order of ∼70–100 mas. There
was typically one SSO transit in this list for every 100 000 stellar
transits.
SSO targets for the Gaia DR2 were selected following the
basic idea of assembling a satisfactory sample for the first mass
processing of sources, despite the relatively short time span
covered by the observations (22 months). The selection of the
sample was based on some simple rules:
– The goal was to include a significant number of SSOs,
between 10 000 and 15 000.
– The sample had to cover all classes of SSOs: near-Earth
asteroids (NEAs), main-belt asteroids (MBAs), Jupiter tro-
jans, and TNOs.
– Each selected object was requested to have at least 12 transits
in the 22 months covered by the Gaia DR2 data.
The final input selection contains 14 125 SSOs, with a total of
318 290 transits. Not all these bodies are included in Gaia DR2:
26 objects were filtered out for different reasons (see Sects. 3.2
and 5). The coverage in orbital semi-major axes is represented in
Fig. 1.
2.2. Time coverage
The Gaia DR2 contains observations of SSOs from 5 August
2014 to 23 May, 20162. During the first two weeks of the
period covered by the observations, a special scanning mode was
adopted to obtain a dense coverage of the ecliptic poles (Gaia
Collaboration 2016, the ecliptic pole scanning law, EPSL). Due
to the peculiar geometry of the EPSL, the scan plane crosses
the ecliptic in the perpendicular direction with a gradual drift of
the node longitude at the speed of the Earth orbiting the Sun.
A smooth transition then occurred towards the nominal scan-
ning law (NSL) between 22 August and 25 September 2014 that
was maintained constant afterwards. In this configuration, the
spin axis of Gaia precesses on a cone centred in the direction of
the Sun, with a semi-aperture of 45◦ and period of 62.97 days
(Fig. 4). As a result, the scan plane orientation changes contin-
uously with respect to the ecliptic with inclinations between 90◦
and 45◦. The nodal direction has a solar elongation between 45◦
and 135◦.
2 As a rule, Gaia DR2 data start on 25 July 2014, but for SSOs and for
technical reasons, no transits have been retained before August 5.
Fig. 1. Distribution of the semi-major axes of the 14 125 SSOs contained
in the final input selection. Not all the bodies shown in this figure are
included in Gaia DR2: 26 objects were filtered out for different reasons
(see Sects. 3.2 and 5).
The general distribution of the observations is rather homo-
geneous in time, with very rare gaps, in general shorter than
a few hours; these are due to maintenance operations (orbital
maneuvers, telescope refocusing, micrometeoroid hits, and other
events; Fig. 2).
A more detailed view of the distribution with a resolution of
several minutes (Fig. 3) reveals a general pattern that repeats at
each rotation of the satellite (6 h) and is dominated by a sequence
of peaks that correspond to the crossing of the ecliptic region by
the two FOVs, at intervals of ∼106 min (FOV 1 to FOV 2) and
∼254 min (FOV 2 to FOV 1). The peaks are strongly modulated
in amplitude by the evolving geometry of the scan plane with
respect to the ecliptic.
The observation dates are given in barycentric coordinate
time (TCB) Gaia-centric3, which is the primary timescale for
Gaia, and also in coordinated universal time (UTC) Gaia-
centric. Timings correspond to mid exposure, which is the
instant of crossing of the fiducial line on the CCD by the
photocentre of the SSO image.
The accuracy of timing is granted by a time-synchronisation
procedure between the atomic master clock onboard Gaia
(providing onboard time, OBT) and OBMT, the onboard mis-
sion timeline (Gaia Collaboration 2016). OBMT can then be
converted into TCB at Gaia. The absolute timing accuracy
requirements for the science of Gaia is 2 µs. In practice,
this requirement is achieved throughout the mission, with a
significant margin.
2.3. Geometry of detection
The solar elongation is the most important geometric feature in
Gaia observations of SSOs. By considering the intersection of
the scan plane with the ecliptic, as shown in Fig. 5, it is clear that
SSOs are always observed at solar elongations between 45◦ and
135◦.
This peculiar geometry has important consequences on solar
system observations. The SSOs are not only observed at non-
negligible phase angles (Fig. 12), in any case never close to
the opposition, but also in a variety of configurations (high/low
proper motion, smaller or larger distance, etc.), which have some
influence on many scientific applications and can affect the
detection capabilities of Gaia and the measurement accuracy.
The mean geometrical solar elongation of the scan plane on
the ecliptic is at quadrature. In this situation, the scan plane is
3 Difference between the barycentric JD time in TCB and 2455197.5.
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Fig. 2. Distribution in time of the SSO observations published in DR2. The bin size is one day.
Fig. 3. Detail over a short time interval of the distribution shown in
Fig. 2.
Fig. 4. Geometry of the Gaia NSL on the celestial sphere, with ecliptic
north at the top. The scanning motion of Gaia is represented by the red
dashed line. The precession of the spin axis describes the two cones,
aligned on the solar–anti-solar direction, with an aperture of 90◦. As
a consequence, the scan plane, here represented at a generic epoch, is
at any time tangent to the cones. When the spin axis is on the ecliptic
plane, Gaia scans the ecliptic perpendicularly, at extreme solar elon-
gations. The volume inside the cones is never explored by the scan
motion.
Fig. 5. By drawing the intersection of the possible scan plane orien-
tations with the ecliptic, in the reference rotating around the Sun with
the Gaia spacecraft, the two avoidance regions corresponding the the
cones of Fig. 4 emerge in the direction of the Sun and around opposi-
tion. The dashed line represents the intersection of the scanning plane
and the ecliptic at an arbitrary epoch. During a single rotation of the
satellite, the FOVs of Gaia cross the ecliptic in two opposite directions.
The intersection continuously scans the allowed sectors, as indicated by
the curved arrows.
inclined by 45◦ with respect to the ecliptic. During the preces-
sion cycle, the scan plane reaches the extreme inclination of 90◦
on the ecliptic. In this geometry, the SSOs with low-inclination
orbits move mainly in the AC direction when they are observed
by Gaia. As the AC pixel size and window are approximately
times larger than AL, the sensitivity to the motion in terms of
flux loss, image shift, and smearing will thus be correspondingly
lower.
These variations of the orientation and the distribution of the
SSO orbit inclinations translate into a wide range of possible ori-
entations of the velocity vector on the (AL, AC) plane. Even for
a single object, a large variety of velocities and scan directions
is covered over time.
2.4. Errors and correlations
The SSO apparent displacement at the epoch of each observa-
tion is clearly a major factor affecting the performance of Gaia,
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Fig. 6. Approximate sketch illustrating the effects of the strong differ-
ence between the astrometry precision in AL (reaching sub-mas level)
and in AC (several 100 s mas). The approximate uncertainty ellipse (not
to be interpreted as a 2D Gaussian distribution) is extremely stretched
in the AC direction. The position angle (PA) is the angle between the
declination and the AC direction.
even within a single transit. Other general effects acting on single
CCD observations exist, such as local CCD defects, local point
spread function (PSF) deviations, cosmic rays, and background
sources. For all these reasons, the exploitation of the single data
points must rely on a careful analysis that takes both the geomet-
ric conditions of the observations and appropriate error models
into account.
A direct consequence of the observation strategy employed
by Gaia is the very peculiar error distribution for the single
astrometric observation.
Because of the AC binning, most accurate astrometry in the
astrometric field for most observations is only available in the AL
direction. This is a natural consequence of the design principle of
Gaia, which is based on converting an accurate measurement of
time (the epoch when a source image crosses a reference line on
the focal plane) into a position. In practical terms, the difference
between AC and AL accuracy is so large that we can say that the
astrometric information is essentially one-dimensional.
As illustrated in Fig. 6, the resulting uncertainty on the posi-
tion can be represented by an ellipse that is extremely stretched
in the AC direction. When this position is converted into another
coordinate frame (such as the equatorial reference α, δ), a
very strong correlation appears between the related uncertainties
σα, σδ. Therefore it is of the utmost importance that the users
take these correlations into account in their analysis. The values
are provided in the ESA Archive and must be used to exploit the
full accuracy of the Gaia astrometry and to avoid serious misuse
of the Gaia data.
3. Outline of the data reduction process
The solar system pipeline (Fig. 7) collects all the data needed to
process the identified transits (epoch of transit on each CCD,
flux, AC window coordinates, and many auxiliary pieces of
information).
A first module, labelled “Identification” in the scheme, com-
putes the auxiliary data for each object, and assigns the iden-
tifying correct identification label to each object. Focal plane
coordinates are then converted into sky coordinates by using
the transformations provided by AGIS, the astrometric global
iterative solution, and the corresponding calibrations (astromet-
ric reduction module). This is the procedure described below in
Sect. 3.1. We note that this approach adopts the same princi-
ple as absolute stellar astrometry (Lindegren et al. 2018): a local
Fig. 7. Main step of the solar system pipeline that collects all the data
needed to process identified transits.
information equivalent to the usual small–field astrometry (i.e.
position relative to nearby stars) is never used.
Many anomalous data are also rejected by the same mod-
ule. The post-processing appends the calibrated photometry to
the data of each observation (determined by an independent
pipeline, see Sect. 4) and groups all the observations of a same
target. Eventually, a “Validation” task rejects anomalous data.
The origin of the anomalies are multiple: for instance, data
can be corrupted for technical reasons, or a mismatch with a
nearby star on the sky plane can enter the input list. Identify-
ing truly anomalous data from peculiarities of potential scientific
interest is a delicate task. Most of this article is devoted to
the results obtained on the general investigation of the overall
data properties, and draws attention to the approaches needed to
exploit the accuracy of Gaia and prepare a detailed scientific
exploitation.
3.1. Astrometric processing
We now describe the main steps of the astrometric processing. A
more comprehensive presentation is available in the Gaia DR2
documentation and Lindegren et al. (2016, 2018). The basic pro-
cessing of the astrometric reduction for SSOs consists of three
consecutive coordinate transformations.
The first step in the processing of the astrometry is the com-
putation of the epoch of observations, which is the reconstructed
timing of crossing of the central line of the exposure on the CCD.
The first coordinate transformation is the conversion from the
Window Reference System (WRS) to the Scanning Reference
System (SRS). The former consist of pixel coordinates of the
SSO inside the transmitted window along with time tagging from
the On Board Mission Timeline (OBMT), the internal time scale
of Gaia (Lindegren et al. 2016). The origin of the WRS is the ref-
erence pixel of the transmitted window. The SRS coordinates are
expressed as two angles in directions parallel and perpendicular
to the scanning direction of Gaia, and the origin is a conventional
and fixed point near the centre of the focal plane of Gaia.
The second conversion is from SRS to the centre-of-mass
reference system (CoMRS), a non-rotating coordinate system
with origin in the centre of mass of Gaia.
The CoMRS coordinates are then transformed into the
barycentric reference system (BCRS), with the origin in
the barycentre of the solar system. The latter conversion pro-
vides the instantaneous direction of the unit vector from Gaia
to the asteroid at the epoch of the observation after removal
of the annual light aberration (i.e., as if Gaia were station-
ary relatively to the solar system barycenter). These positions,
expressed in right ascension (α) and declination (δ), are provided
in DR2. They are similar to astrometric positions in classical
ground-based astrometry.
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A caveat applies to SSO positions concerning the relativis-
tic bending of the light in the solar system gravity field. In
Gaia DR2, this effect is over–corrected by assuming that the
target is at infinite distance (i.e. a star). In the case of SSOs at
finite distance, this assumption introduces a small discrepancy
(always <2 mas) that must be corrected for to exploit the ultimate
accuracy level.
3.2. Filtering and internal validation
An SSO transit initially includes at most nine positions, each cor-
responding to one AF CCD detection (see Sect. 2). However, in
many cases, fewer than nine observations in a transit are avail-
able in the end. The actual success of the astrometric reduction
depends on the quality of the recorded data: CCD observations
of too low quality are quickly rejected; the same holds true if
an observation occurs in the close vicinity of a star or within
too short a time from a cosmic ray event, the software fails to
produce a good position.
These problems represent only a small part of all the possi-
ble instances encountered in the astrometric processing, which
has required an efficient filtering. Observations have been care-
fully analysed inside the pipeline to ensure that positions that
probably do not come from an SSO are rejected, as well as
positions that do not meet high quality standards. We applied
the filtering both at the level of individual positions and at the
level of complete transits. We list the main causes of rejection
below.
– Problematic transit data. The positions were rejected when
some transit data were too difficult to treat or if they gave
rise to positions with uncertain precision.
– Error-magnitude relation. Positions with reported uncertain-
ties that were too large or too small for a given magnitude
are presumably not real SSO detections, and they were
discarded.
– No linear motion. At a solar elongation of more than 45◦, an
SSO should show a linear motion in the sky during a single
transit, where linear means that both space coordinates are
linear functions of time. We considered all those positions
to be false detections that did not fit the regression line to
within the estimated uncertainties.
– Minimum number of positions in a transit. The final check
was to assess how many positions were left in a transit. For
Gaia DR2, we set the limit to two because we relied on an a
priori list of transits to be processed (see Sect. 2.1).
SSOs have also gone through a further quality check and
filtering according to internal processing requirements estab-
lished to take into account some expected peculiarities of
SSO signals.
Three control levels were implemented:
– Standard window checking. Only centroids/fluxes from
windows with standard characteristics were accepted and
transmitted to the following step of the processing
pipeline.
– Checking of the quality codes in the input data, result-
ing from the signal centroiding. Only data that successfully
passed the centroid determination were accepted.
– A filtering depending on the magnitude and apparent motion
of the source and the location of its centroid inside the
window in order to reject observations with centroids close
to the window limits, where the interplay between the
distortion of the PSF due to motion and the signal trunca-
tion would introduce biases in centroid and flux measure-
ments.
3.3. Error model for astrometry
Between CCD positions within a transit, the errors are not
entirely independent, since in addition to the uncorrelated ran-
dom noise, there are some systematics, like the attitude error,
that have a coherence time longer than the few seconds interval
between two successive CCDs. This induces complex correla-
tions between the errors in the different CCDs from the same
transit that are practically impossible to account for rigorously.
Hence, we adopted a simplified approach separating the error
into a systematic and a random part. Systematic errors are the
same for all positions of the same transit, while random errors are
statistically independent from one CCD to another. One of the
main error sources is the error from the centroiding. It is propa-
gated in the pipeline down from the signal processing in pixels
in the coordinate system (AL, AC), and it is eventually converted
into right ascension and declination. The errors in AL and AC are
usually uncorrelated, but the rotation from the system (AL, AC)
to the system (α cos δ, δ) makes them highly correlated.
Along-scan uncertainties are very small (of the order of
1 mas), and they show the extreme precision of Gaia. The error
on the centroiding represents the main contribution to the ran-
dom errors for SSOs fainter than magnitude 16. For SSOs fainter
than magnitude 13, all pixels are binned in AC to a single win-
dow, and the only information we have is that the object is inside
the window. Therefore the position is given as the centre of the
window, and the uncertainty is given as the dispersion of a rect-
angular distribution over the window. The errors in AC are thus
very large (of the order of 600 mas) and highly non-Gaussian.
For SSOs brighter than magnitude 13, the uncertainty in AC is
smaller. In these cases, a 2D centroid fitting is possible, but the
error in AC is generally still more than three times larger than in
AL direction, essentially because of the shape of the Gaia pixels.
An important consequence is that uncertainties given in the
(α cos δ, δ) coordinate system may appear to be large as a result
of the large uncertainties in AC, which contributes to the uncer-
tainty in both right ascension and declination after the coordinate
transformation.
Other errors also affect the total budget, such as the error
from the satellite attitude and the modelling errors that are due to
some corrections that are not yet fully calibrated or implemented.
They contribute to both the random and the systematic error and
are of the order of a few milliarcseconds.
4. Asteroid photometry in Gaia DR2
The Gaia Archive provides asteroid magnitudes in Gaia DR2 in
the G band (measured in the AF white band ), for 52% of the
observations. This fraction is a result of a severe selection that is
described below.
Asteroids, due to their orbital motion, move compared to
stellar sources on the focal plane of Gaia. Hence, it is possible
that they can drift out of the window during the observations of
the AFs. This drift can be partial or total, resulting in potential
loss of flux during the AF1, . . . , AFx with x > 1 observations.
Asteroid photometry at this stage is processed with the same
approach as is used for stellar photometry (Carrasco et al. 2016;
Riello et al. 2018) and no specific optimisation is currently in
place to account for flux loss in moving sources. This situation
is expected to improve significantly in the future Gaia releases.
The photometry of Gaia DR2 is provided at transit level:
the brightness values (magnitude, flux, and flux error) repeat
identically for each entry of the Gaia archive that is associ-
ated with the same transit. The transit flux is derived from the
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Fig. 8. Relative error in magnitude σG for the whole sample of transit-
level G values. The vertical line at σG ∼ 0.1 represents the cut chosen to
discard the data with low reliability.
average of the calibrated fluxes recorded in each CCD strip of
the AF, weighted by the inverse variance computed using the sin-
gle CCD flux uncertainties. This choice minimises effects that
are related, for instance, to windows that are off-centred with
respect to the central flux peak of the signal. However, when
the de-centring becomes extreme during the transit of a mov-
ing object, or worse, when the signal core leaves the allocated
window, significant biases propagate to the value of the transit
average and increase its associated error. This happens in par-
ticular for asteroids whose apparent motion with respect to stars
is non-negligible over the transit duration. A main-belt asteroid
with a typical motion of 5 mas s−1 drifts with respect to the com-
puted window by several pixels during the ≈40s of the transit in
the Gaia FOV.
As provided by the photometric processing, a total of 234 123
transits of SSOs have an associated, fully calibrated magnitude
(81% of the total). Figure 8 shows the distribution of the rela-
tive error per transit σG of the whole dataset before filtering. We
found out that the sharp bi-modality in the distribution correlates
positively with transits of fast moving objects. For this reason,
we decided to discard all transits that fell in the secondary peak
of large estimated errors σG > 10% as they almost certainly cor-
respond to fluxes with a large random error and might be affected
by some (unknown) bias.
A second rejection was implemented on the basis of a set of
colour indices, estimated by using the red and blue photometer
(RP and BP), the two low-resolution slitless spectrophotome-
ters. Again due to asteroid motion, the wavelength calibration
of RP/BP can be severely affected, and this in turn can affect the
colour index that is used to calibrate the photometry in AF. In
future processing cycles, when the accurate information on the
position of asteroids, produced by the SSO processing system,
will become available to the photometric processing, we expect
to have a significant improvement in the calibration of the low-
resolution spectra and photometric data for these objects. After
checking the distribution of the observations of SSOs on a space
defined by three colour indices (BP-RP, RP-G, and G-BP), we
decided to discard the photometric data falling outside a reason-
able range of colour indices, corresponding to the interval (0.0,
1.0) for both RB-G and G-RP.
The two criteria above, based on the computed uncertainty
and on the colour, are not independent. Most transits that were
rejected due to poor photometry in the G band also showed
colour problems, which proves that the two issues are related.
Both filtering procedures together result in the rejection
of a rather large sample of 48% of the initial brightness
measurements available. In the end, 52% of the the transits
Fig. 9. Distribution of the apparent magnitude of the SSOs in Gaia
DR2 at the transit epochs. For the whole sample the brightness derived
from ephemerides (adopting the (H, G) photometric system) is provided
(label: ”predicted”). The sub-sample contains the magnitude values that
are published in Gaia DR2. The shift of the peak towards brighter values
indicates a larger fraction of ejected values among faint objects.
Fig. 10. Distribution of the asteroid sample in Gaia DR2 as a function
of solar elongation. The whole sample is compared to the sub-sample
of asteroids with rejected photometric results (histogram of lower
amplitude).
of SSOs in Gaia DR2 have an associated G-band photometry
(Fig. 9).
Figure 10 shows the difference in distribution of solar elonga-
tion angles, between the entire Gaia DR2 transit sample and the
transits for which the magnitude is rejected. Figure 11 shows the
same comparison on the AL velocity distribution. The majority
of rejections occurs at low elongations, where their average
apparent velocity is higher.
The resulting distribution of phase angles and reduced mag-
nitudes (Gred, at 1 au distance from Gaia and the Sun) for the
transits in Gaia DR2 is plotted in Fig. 12. In addition to the
core of the distribution represented by MBAs, a small sample
of NEAs reaching high phase angles is visible, as well as some
transits associated with large TNOs at the smallest phase angles.
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Fig. 11. Distribution of the asteroid sample in Gaia DR2 as a func-
tion of AL velocity. The whole sample is compared to the sub-sample
of asteroids with rejected photometric results (histogram of lower
amplitude).
Fig. 12. Reduced asteroid magnitude as a function of phase angle. The
histogram of phase angles is superposed on the bottom part (arbitrary
vertical scale).
Despite the severe rejection of outliers, assessing the relia-
bility of the published photometry at the expected accuracy of
Gaia, specifically for solar system bodies, is not straightforward.
The intrinsic variability of the asteroids due to their changing
viewing and illumination geometry and to their complex shapes
makes the comparison of observed fluxes with theoretical ones
very challenging. Sunlight scattering effects from the asteroid
surfaces also play a role and must be modelled to reproduce the
observed brightness.
We attempted to model the observed brightness following
two different approaches, on a small sample of asteroids. First,
we used a genetic inversion algorithm derived from a full inver-
sion algorithm developed by Cellino et al. (2009) and massively
tested by Santana-Ros et al. (2015) to derive for a few selected
objects the best–fitting three–axial ellipsoid (axis ratios) from
Gaia observations alone. The procedure assumes known val-
ues of the spin period and spin-axis direction (“asteroid pole”)
available in the literature for objects that have been exten-
sively observed from the ground, and takes into account a linear
phase-magnitude dependence. The procedure is extensively
explained in the Gaia DR2 documentation.
Independently, we exploited the detailed shape models avail-
able for the two asteroids (21) Lutetia and (2867) Šteins derived
by combining ground-based data with those obtained during the
ESA Rosetta flybys to reproduce their observed Gaia brightness.
Both attempts, of course, concern modelling the flux variations
relative to a given observation in the sample, not its absolute
value.
The results from the sparse photometry inversion are pre-
sented in Figs. 13–15. They are obtained by assuming a Lommel-
Seeliger scattering law, a realistic choice when a more detailed
mapping of the scattering properties across the surface is not
available (Muinonen & Lumme 2015; Muinonen et al. 2015).
Despite the very simplified shape model, the residuals
(observations minus computed) O-C are always within ±0.05
magnitudes, and the typical scatter can be estimated around
2–3%. Using the shape models of (21) Lutetia (Carry et al.
2010) and (2867) Šteins (Jorda et al. 2012), we tried to assess
the photometric accuracy limit of Gaia on asteroids. In the
case of (21) Lutetia, it was found that Gaia data are in very
good agreement with expectations based upon the best available
shape model of this asteroid, derived from disk-resolved imaging
by Rosetta (which only imaged one hemisphere of the object)
and a lower-resolution model based on disk-integrated, ground-
based photometry. The high-resolution shape model reproduces
the Gaia photometry with a small RMS value of 0.025 mag,
corresponding to 2.3% RMS in flux. This strongly suggests
that Gaia photometry is probably better than 2% RMS, within
the limitations imposed by the shape model accuracy and the
assumptions on the scattering model. Moreover, Gaia data seem
to offer an opportunity to improve the currently accepted shape
solution for Lutetia, which is based partly upon ground-based
data.
The results obtained for (2867) Šteins, for which a high-
resolution shape model is also available, strongly support the
conclusion that the photometry is indeed very accurate. For
(2867) Šteins two pole solutions exist, essentially differing only
by the value of the origin of the rotational phase. By directly
using the shape model to reproduce Gaia data, resampled at 5◦
resolution, with a Lommel-Seeliger scattering corresponding to
E-type asteroid phase functions, the RMS value of the O-C is
1.64% and 1.51% for the two pole solutions, a very good result.
Changing the resolution to 3◦ does not improve the fit further.
The remaining limitations in the case of (2867) Šteins are still
related to details of the shape, and to the assumptions made
(and/or scattering properties) when it was derived from Rosetta
images.
In conclusion, our validation appears to show that Gaia
epoch photometry, appropriately filtered to eliminate the out-
liers, probably has an accuracy below 1–2% up to the magnitude
of (2867) Šteins, in the range G 17-19. However, given the cur-
rent limitations on the calibration and processing, we cannot
exclude that the sample published in Gaia DR2 still contains
a non-negligible fraction of anomalous data. For this reason,
we recommend detailed analysis and careful checks for any
applications based on Gaia DR2 photometry of asteroids.
5. Validation of the astrometry
The processing of the solar system data described above has
eventually produced a list with 14 124 objects (all numbered
SSOs), 290 704 transits, and 2 005 683 CCD observations. The
sky distribution is shown in Fig. 16 in a density plot in
equatorial coordinates. As expected, most SSOs are found in a
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Fig. 13. Observed and computed magnitude from the best fit of Gaia observations of an ellipsoidal model for the asteroid (39) Laetitia. In the
right panel, we show the corresponding residuals. The origin of the time axis is J2010.0.
Fig. 14. As in Fig. 13 for the asteroid (283) Emma.
Fig. 15. As in Fig. 13 for the asteroid (704) Interamnia.
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Fig. 16. Sky distribution (equatorial coordinates) of the 2 005 683
observations for the 14 124 asteroid in the validation sample. This sky
map use an Aitoff projection in equatorial (ICRS) coordinates with
α = δ = 0 at the centre, north up, and α increasing from right to left.
The observation density is higher in blue areas. The pattern in eclip-
tic longitude is a consequence of the Gaia scanning law over a small
fraction of the five-year nominal mission.
limited range of ecliptic latitudes. The distribution in longitude
is not uniform because over a relatively short duration of
22 months, the Gaia scanning returned to the same regions of
the sky, only in a limited number of areas.
Assessing the quality of the astrometry is challenging, and
it needs an ad hoc treatment. Various filters have been applied
during the activity of the astrometric reduction processing. The
filtering process ensures the rejection of a maximum number
of bad detections, while keeping the number of good positions
that are rejected as small as possible (for more details, see
the Gaia DR2 documentation). To prove that Gaia is already
close to the performances expected at the end of the mission,
we designed an ad hoc procedure for the external validation of
the results. To this end, we fitted an orbit (initialising the fit
with the best existing orbit) using only the available 22 months
of Gaia observations, and we examined the residuals in right
ascension and declination, and also in AL and AC (see Sect. 5.1).
The main differences between Gaia and ground-based observa-
tions (or any other satellite observations) can be summarised as
follows:
– Gaia observations are given in TCB, which is the primary
timescale for Gaia .
– Positions (right ascension and declination) are given in the
BCRS as the direction of the unit vector from the centre of
mass of Gaia to the SSOs.
– The observation accuracies are up to the order of few
∼10−9 radians (sub-mas level) in the AL direction.
– The error model contains the correlations in α cos δ and
δ because of the rotation from the (AL, AC) plane to the
(α cos δ, δ) plane (Sect. 3.3).
5.1. Orbit determination process
The orbit determination process usually consists of a set of math-
ematical methods for computing the orbit of objects such as
planets or spacecraft, starting from their observations. For our
validation purpose, we considered only the list of numbered
asteroids for which the orbits were already well-known from
ground-based (optical or radar)/satellite observations. We used
the least-squares method and the differential correction algo-
rithm (see Milani & Gronchi 2010) to fit orbits on 22 months
of Gaia observations, using as initial guess the known orbits of
these objects. To be consistent with the high quality of the data,
we employed a high-precision dynamical model, which includes
the Newtonian pull of the Sun, eight planets, the Moon, and Pluto
based on JPL DE431 Planetary ephemerides4. We also added the
contribution of 16 massive main-belt asteroids (see Appendix A).
We used a relativistic force model including the contribution of
the Sun, the planets, and the Moon, namely the Einstein-Infeld-
Hoffman approximation (Moyer 2003 or Will 1993). As a result
of the orbit determination process, we obtained for every object a
corrected orbit fitted on Gaia data only together with the post-fit
residuals.
The core of the least-squares procedure is to minimise the
target function (Milani & Gronchi 2010),
Q =
1
m
ξTWξ, (1)
where m is the number of observations, ξ are the residu-
als (observed positions minus computed positions), and W
is the weight matrix. The solution is given by the normal
equations,
C = BTWB; D = −BTWξ
(
B =
δξ
δx
)
, (2)
where x is the vector of the parameters to be solved for. The
differential corrections produce the adjustments ∆x to be applied
to the orbit:
∆x = C−1D.
It is clear from Eqs. (1) and (2) that the weight matrix plays
a fundamental role in the orbit determination. It is usually the
inverse of a diagonal matrix (Γ) that contains on the diagonal the
square of the uncertainties in right ascension and declination for
each observation, according to the existing debiasing and error
models (as in Farnocchia et al. 2015). Each Gaia observation
comes with its uncertainties on both coordinates and the correla-
tion, which are key quantities in the orbit determination process.
Therefore the weight matrix in our case is W = Γ−1, where
Γ =

σ2α1 cov(α1, δ1) 0 · · · 0
cov(α1, δ1) σ2δ1 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
0 0 · · · σ2αm cov(αm, δm)
0 0 · · · cov(αm, δm) σ2δm

.
The uncertainties used to build the W matrix are given by
the random component of the error model, but we also take
into account the systematic contribution when this is needed, as
explained in the following section.
4 We also performed the orbit determination process using
INPOP13c (Fienga et al. 2014) ephemerides and did not find significant
differences in the results.
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5.2. Outlier rejection procedure
The rejection of the outliers is a fundamental step in the orbit
determination procedure. Since we assumed that the residu-
als are distributed as normal variables, the rejection was based
on the post-fit χ2 value for each observation, computed as in
Carpino et al. (2003):
χ2i = ξiγ
−1
ξi
ξTi i = 1, . . . ,m,
where m is the total number of observations, ξi is the vector
of the residuals for each observation, and γξi is the expected
covariance of the residuals. Each χ2i has a distribution of a χ
2
variable with two degrees of freedom. We call outlier each obser-
vation whose χ2 value is greater than 25. The choice of 25 as a
threshold was driven by the fact that we wished to keep as many
good observations as possible and wished to discard only the
observations (or the transits) that are very far from the expected
Gaia performances. During this procedure, we took random and
systematic errors into account.
Firstly, we rejected all the observations whose χ2 value was
greater than 25. Then, when the systematic part was larger than
the random part, we performed a second step in the outlier
rejection, described as follows:
– We computed the mean of the residuals for each transit.
– We checked if the value of the mean is lower than the
systematic error for the transit.
– If the value was higher than the systematic error, we dis-
carded the entire transit.
– If the value was lower than the systematic error, we com-
puted for each observation the difference between the resid-
ual and the mean value.
– We checked whether the difference was smaller than the ran-
dom error. When that was the case, we kept the observation,
otherwise we discarded it.
This approach is consistent with the uncertainties produced for
Gaia DR2. Its underlying hypothesis is that the error correlations
over a single transit can be completely represented by just one
quantity, which is the value of the systematic component alone.
Although this is an approximation, we currently do not have the
impression that a more complex correlation model is required.
5.3. Results
We fitted the orbits of the 14 124 asteroids contained in the vali-
dation sample using an updated version of the OrbFit software5,
developed to handle Gaia observations and Gaia error model
(Sects. 5.1 and 5.2).
We were unable to fit the observations to the existing orbit for
only three asteroids because the time span covered by the avail-
able transits was too short. They were removed from the final
output of Gaia DR2. We also removed 22 bright objects (transits
with G < 10) whose residuals were substantially larger than the
uncertainties we expected, and we considered these solutions as
not reliable.
Figure 17 shows the distribution in semi-major axis and
eccentricity of the 14 099 SSOs published in Gaia DR2. We
can distinguish the NEA population (q < 1.3) from the MBAs
(including Jupiter trojans in this class) and the TNOs (q > 28).
The total number of fitted observations is 2 005 683, which
corresponds to 290 704 transits. During the outlier rejection pro-
cedure (Sect. 5.2), we discarded 27 981 observations (∼1% of the
total). Figure 18 shows all the residuals in the (AL, AC) plane in
5 http://adams.dm.unipi.it/orbfit/
Fig. 17. Distribution of the 14 099 asteroids published in Gaia DR2 in
semi-major axis a (au) and eccentricity e. The sample shows that all
the broad categories of SSOs are represented (NEAs, MBAs, Jupiter
trojans, and TNOs).
Fig. 18. Residuals in the (AL, AC) plane in milliarcseconds. Outliers
are marked in red, while the blue thick line in the middle contains all
the residuals for the accepted observations. The total number of fitted
observations is 2 005 683, and there are 27 981 outliers (∼1% of the
total).
mas. Outliers are the red points, while accepted observations are
all contained in the blue thick line in the centre of the figure.
After the filtering and the outlier rejection, Gaia DR2 con-
tains 1 977 702 observations, corresponding to 14 099 SSOs and
287 904 transits. Figure 19 represents a density plot of the resid-
uals at CCD level in the (AL, AC) plane, for all the observations
published in Gaia DR2. This plot, together with the plots of
the residuals (Figs. 20 and 21), shows the epoch-making change
brought about by Gaia astrometry: 96% of the AL residuals fall
in the interval [–5, 5] mas and 52% are at sub-milliarcsecond
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Fig. 19. Zoom-in of the density plot of the residuals in the (AL, AC)
plane expressed in milliarcsecond for all the observations published in
Gaia DR2. 96% of the AL residuals fall in the interval [–5, 5], and 52%
are at sub-milliarcsecond level. Almost all the residuals in AC (98%)
fall in the interval [–800, 800].
level. The behaviour of the residuals in AC is markedly different
as a result of the geometry of the spacecraft observations. The
AC residuals as a rule are much larger than AL, for the reasons
detailed in Sect. 3.3. Figures 20 and 21 highlight the perfor-
mances of Gaia even better. They show the residuals in AL and
AC with respect to the G magnitude of the asteroids at the epoch
of observation. The right panels of both Figs. 20 and 21 display
the histogram of the residuals in AL and AC, respectively. The
clear peak around 0 is well visible in the histogram of the residu-
als in AL (Fig. 20), and it corresponds to the core of the density
plot in Fig. 19.
Even the histogram of the residuals in AC (Fig. 21) shows a
peak around 0, which is strictly related to the distribution of the
residuals as a function of the G magnitude. For objects brighter
thanG = 13, the full 2D window is transmitted (see Sect. 2), thus
the accuracies in AC and AL are similar (although still slightly
larger in the across direction because of the pixel size), while for
objects fainter than G = 13, the errors in AC are much larger.
6. Interpretation of asteroid residuals
The residuals in AL, as in Figs. 19 and 20, show the quality and
extreme precision of Gaia observations. We now examine the
residuals in more detail, using first as an example a main-belt
asteroid, and then showing the properties at transit-level.
6.1. CCD-level residuals
We chose (367) Amicitia as a test case to analyse the residuals in
right ascension and declination and to explain their relationship
(and main differences) with the residuals in AL and AC. Resid-
uals in right ascension and declination are important because
they are the direct output of the fit and are probably more easily
understood than the residuals in AL and AC, which are closely
related to the Gaia scanning mode. The residuals in right ascen-
sion and declination are by-products of the orbit correction and
computed as the differences between the observed and computed
positions. Afterwards, given the position angle shown in Fig. 6,
we can rotate the residual vector in α cos δ and δ to compute the
residuals in AL and AC (Eq. (3)),(
∆AL
∆AC
)
=
[
sin(PA) cos(PA)
− cos(PA) sin(PA)
] (
∆α cos δ
∆δ
)
. (3)
For the sake of simplicity, we call (∆α cos δ, ∆δ) the vector
of the residuals in α cos δ and δ and (∆AL, ∆AC) the vector of
the residuals in AL and AC.
Asteroid (367) Amicitia is a typical object among SSOs
observed by Gaia: its average G magnitude is 14, which means
that it is not one of the brightest objects for which we have the 2D
window. It has 22 Gaia transits, which corresponds to 132 CCD
observations. Figure 22 shows all the residuals in right ascen-
sion and declination. Each transit is represented by a different
symbol.
Figure 23 shows the residuals rotated in the (AL, AC) plane.
They are clearly very small in AL and considerably larger in
AC (as expected for an asteroid of that magnitude with almost
no across-scan data). The majority of the residuals in AL are at
sub-milliarcsecond level (Fig. 23, right panel), which means that
almost all are inside 1σ (dashed vertical lines).
We have already mentioned the particular features of the
residuals in the (AL, AC) plane (Sects. 3.3 and 5.3). We now
focus on the residuals in (α cos δ, δ). They are a linear combina-
tion of the residuals in AL and AC as in Eq. (3). Thus they are in
general larger in both coordinates (Fig. 22) and highly correlated.
Even if the residuals in the (AL, AC) plane are uncorrelated,
the large difference in their standard deviations gives rise to
a very strong correlation between the residuals expressed as
(∆α cos δ, ∆δ). This strong correlation between ∆α cos δ and ∆δ
is expressed visually by the fact that the residuals for each transit
lie roughly on a straight line.
The error ellipses associated with each observation, and thus
with each residual, are shown in Fig. 24. They are very elongated
as a result of the large errors in AC, and they are not parallel to
the axes because of the orientation of the Gaia scanning law,
which changes from one transit to the next.
To explain the distance of each point from the centre (0, 0)
of the residuals for each transit, we illustrate the detailed prop-
erties of a single transit (Fig. 25). To this end, we consider a
single transit. We chose one of the transits for which none of
the nine CCD observations (AF1–AF9) was rejected during the
processing (Fig. 25). In this case, the asteroid motion was not
fast enough to move it outside the window during the transit.
The main striking feature is the alignment of the residuals.
The direction of maximum spread corresponds to the motion
across scan, as oriented during the transit. The AC motion of the
SSOs is due both to the slow precession of the spin axis of Gaia
as imposed by the NSL and to the proper motion of the asteroid.
Another important feature is the order of the AF CCDs, pro-
vided by their numbering, in the sequence of residuals. While on
average the drift proceeds in the figure from AF1 at the bottom
right towards AF9 at top left, the sequence is sometimes inverted
in direction. This is an effect of the quantisation of the window
position AC at integer steps of one full sample size.
The compact clustering of the residuals shows that the in the
AL direction, the determination of the position during the transit
has a very low spread, as expected thanks to the much higher
accuracy.
The last point we need to analyse is the trend of the residuals
in the negative side of the Cartesian plane. The black vectors
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Fig. 20. Left: AL residuals with respect to G magnitude. Right: Histogram of the AL residuals in the interval [–10,10] mas. The tails (not visible in
the histogram) contain 7304 observations (∼0.4% of the total number of observations published in Gaia DR2) for which the residuals are greater
than 10 mas or smaller than –10 mas. The mean of the residuals in AL is 0.05 mas and the standard deviation is 2.14 mas.
Fig. 21. Left: AC residuals with respect to G magnitude. Right: Histogram of the residuals in AC. The peak around 0 is strictly related to the
distribution of the residuals as a function of the G magnitude. For objects brighter than G = 13, the accuracy in AC and AL are similar, while for
objects fainter than G = 13, the errors in AC are larger.
in Fig. 26 are the projections of the AC velocity in the plane
described by α cos δ and δ. The residuals follow the direction of
the velocity vectors, which explain the main dispersion of the
detections in each CCD across scan.
6.2. Transit-level residuals
The observations collected during a single transit extend
over a limited period of time during which the motion of
the SSOs can be taken as linear, and over this interval its
position changes by less than 1 arcsec. Likewise, the scan
direction is approximately constant at first order. The same
applies in general to the SSO orientation in space (rotational
phase, direction of the pole) and as a consequence of its
brightness.
In addition, successive transits are well separated in time,
with a minimum interval of 106 min (preceding the following
FOV) to 6 h (one rotation) or much more (days, months) before
the Gaia pointing returns to the same SSO. Since a single transit
can be considered as a coherent unit that is well separated from
the others, different transits are clearly statistically independent
measurements. This is also supported by the time resolution of
the attitude solution, with nodes spaced by 5 s in AL but with a
much longer coherence time. On the other hand, one can expect
that during a transit the attitude from one CCD to the next is
significantly correlated, while it is not correlated over longer
timescales.
Some systematics that can be related to the asteroid itself
(such as motion, apparent size, and photocentre position rela-
tive to centre of mass) are also expected to be correlated during
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Fig. 22. Residuals in α cos δ and δ for the MBA (367) Amicitia.
Different symbols correspond to the 22 different transits of the object.
Fig. 23. Residuals in AL and AC for the MBA (367) Amicitia. The
residuals are obtained as a rotation from the plane of the residuals
(α cos δ, δ) to the plane of the residuals in (AL, AC). The right panel is
a zoom-in of the residuals and shows that almost all the residuals are at
sub-milliarcsecond level and inside 1σ (dashed lines).
a transit, but they are completely different in general when
different transits are compared.
For these reasons, it makes sense to group single observa-
tions within a transit and analyse the residuals at transit level. We
consider first the average of the residual values during a transit
and their scatter separately.
The average is an analogue of accuracy, as it is expected to
provide the overall discrepancy of the SSO position with respect
to the fitted orbital solution around the transit epoch. The result
of the transit-level average of residuals is shown in Fig. 27. The
large residuals associated with the AC direction are due to the AF
Fig. 24. Residuals in α cos δ and δ for the MBA (367) Amicitia.
Different symbols correspond to different transits of the object. The
lines represent the error ellipse for each observation, including the
correlations, as given by the error model.
Fig. 25. Residuals in α cos δ and δ of one transit of the MBA (367)
Amicitia. Each astrometric field (AF) is highlighted.
lack of resolution, with the exception of bright (G < 13) targets.
The plot in AL is much more impressive, as it catches the full
accuracy of Gaia DR2 data for SSOs, with an average well below
1 mas for all sources G < 19.5. The best performance appears to
be around G ∼ 17.
The scatter of the residuals during a transit (Fig. 28) can
be considered as an indication of the transit-level astrometric
precision. We compute this precision as a standard deviation.
Of course, given the small number of data points (at most nine
per transit), this is a rather poor statistical estimator of the true
standard deviation of the population. We show here the results
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Fig. 26. Residuals in the (α cos δ, δ) plane and projection of the AC
velocity (black lines) on the same plane for the MBA (367) Amicitia.
obtained with transits that had four or more observations, but
even without this cut, the general picture holds true.
The AL scatter component has a remarkable minimum at
G < 16, around 400 µas. A transition at G < 13 is a clear sig-
nature of the change in window size. The scatter reaches ∼5 mas
at G = 20.
As the core of the distribution is very dense in the plots, we
collected in a set of histograms (Fig. 29) the distribution of the
scatter for four ranges of G to better illustrate the difference in
performance.
A common feature of both systematic and random residuals
is the lack of improvement for SSOs brighter than G ∼ 16. The
systematic component clearly shows a degradation. This can be
due to several overlapping effects:
– The apparent size of the asteroid increases with bright-
ness. Although in general it remains below the pixel size,
it can introduce a bias in the centroid position, as no special
treatment is applied in Gaia DR2 to extended SSOs.
– The difference between the centre of mass and the photocen-
tre can introduce a further systematic effect.
– The various thresholds of gating of the CCD to avoid satu-
ration and the associated photon loss at G < 13 also tend to
suppress a gain in accuracy.
To these factors, one must also add the signal smearing that is
due to the apparent motion of SSOs relative to the stars. While
it does not depend on brightness, it can add a noise floor to the
whole distribution of residuals.
Figure 30 summarises the two residual components and com-
pares them to the average apparent size of the observed asteroids.
This is computed by assuming a spherical shape and by taking
into account the distance of the SSO from Gaia at the mean
epoch of the FOV transit. The physical radius used is provided
by the Wide–field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) telescope
(Mainzer et al. 2016). In Gaia DR2, 11, 984 SSOs have a WISE
size determination. As size here is just for statistical comparison,
errors and biases on the WISE sizes are of no consequence.
The trend of the size shows that its median value is higher
than any residual for objects brighter than G ∼ 19 and reaches
the AL pixel size of (60 mas) at G ∼ 13. As the centroiding
Fig. 27. Systematic component of transit-level residuals estimated as
the absolute value of the average of post-fit residuals associated with a
single position during each transit as a function ofG magnitude. Transit-
level residuals in AC and AL are shown in the top and bottom panel,
respectively. The black line represents the average value. The transition
in the AC direction atG ∼ 13 is due to the change of window dimension.
The colour scale represents the local density of data points.
algorithm used in Gaia DR2 is only optimised for the stars (point
sources), some degradations from the image extension can show
up, which is a likely cause of the increase in the systematic resid-
uals. More detailed investigations are required and will provide
indications to further improve the astrometric quality in the next
releases.
The effect of motion can be roughly assimilated to an
increased size, as a signal elongation occurs in the direction of
displacement. If the hypothesis above on the role of size is valid,
a signature should also be found as a dependency of residuals
from motion. However, the situation is also more complex, as a
displacement of the image with respect to the window centre is
expected, with an asymmetric loss of signal from the PSF tails.
For fast SSOs, the displacement can move the signal outside the
CCD window, and in this situation, the number of valid obser-
vations per transit decreases. Figure 31 shows the distribution of
the number of single CCD measurements per transit and illus-
trates the reduction of the number of valid observations due to
displacement of the signal out of the allocated windows.
We found no clear evidence of a difference between centre–
of–mass and photocentre. Although the phase angle of Gaia
observations is rather high, the typical photocentre shift can
reach at most a few percent of the SSO diameter, but its
direction can have any orientation with respect to the AL posi-
tion angle. When we select asteroids with similar astrometric
accuracy (i.e. similar G within a one-magnitude interval, for
instance), no clear trend of the average residuals with respect
to phase angle is found. The effect can be considered of sec-
ond order with respect to the other uncertainty sources illustrated
above.
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Fig. 28. Random component of transit-level residuals estimated as the
standard deviation of the post-fit residuals associated with a single posi-
tion, during each transit (top panel: AC; bottom panel: AL) as a function
of G magnitude. Only transits with more than four positions are con-
sidered. The black line represents the average value. The colour scale
represents the local density of data points.
Fig. 29. Scattering of the transit-level residuals in Fig. 28 for four
magnitude ranges.
7. Analysis of the orbits
7.1. Comparisons with existing orbital data sets
The orbit fitting discloses interesting properties of Gaia asteroid
observations. Figure 32 shows the results of the current situation
(22 months of Gaia) obtained as output of the orbit determina-
tion process and what we may expect at the end of the nominal
mission (5 yr), or of a possible extension (10 yr), based on our
simulations using the same error model.
Fig. 30. Average and one-sigma range for the residuals in Figs. 28 (red)
and 27 (blue). The black line is the average apparent size of the SSOs.
Fig. 31. Distribution of the number of single CCD positions.
The data represent the uncertainty in the semi-major axis (a
good and easy to determine indicator of the orbit quality) as a
function of the semi-major axis a (in au). Red and blue points
are the results of the simulation after the nominal 5- or 10-yr
mission. Black points are the current uncertainty from the Ast-
DyS website. The orange points represent the accuracy of the
orbits resulting from the processing of the 22-month Gaia DR2
data.
The simulations show an improvement of almost a factor 10
in the orbit determination after 5 yr of mission, except for Jupiter
trojans, which indeed have a period of 11 yr. Thus after 10 yr of
mission, the improvement is clearly visible not only for main-
belt asteroids (a factor 20), but also for the trojans. On the other
hand, the Gaia DR2 short time-span of 22 months (compared to
tens/hundreds years for AstDyS, and 5 or 10 yr for Gaia itself)
represents a limitation on the expected quality of the orbits.
However, some asteroids observed by Gaia already reach a qual-
ity equivalent to ground-based data (and in 350 cases, it is even
better).
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Fig. 32. Quality of the orbit determination measured by the post-fit
uncertainty of the semi-major axis for the whole sample of objects con-
tained in Gaia DR2 after the nominal 5 yr (red points) and 10 yr (blue
points) of mission. Black points represent the current situation (initial
orbits taken from AstDyS). The orange points are the post-fit uncertain-
ties using only 22 months of Gaia observations available for the Gaia
DR2.
Fig. 33. Quality of the orbit determination measured by the post-fit
uncertainty of the semi-major axis for the whole sample of objects con-
tained in Gaia DR2 with respect to the current measurements (from the
AstDys website).
Figure 33 shows the uncertainty on the semi-major axis
obtained as a result of the orbit determination process using only
Gaia observations, with respect to the current uncertainty from
the orbits available on the AstDyS website as function of the
perihelion distance (q). The different clouds of points represent
different classes of objects in the solar system population: NEAs
(dark blue), MBAs (different shades of light blue), Hildas, and
trojans (orange and red). The black line is the bisector of the
first quadrant: the orbits of the objects below the line have a bet-
ter estimate using only Gaia observations. Among these objects
are also five NEAs, namely (3554) Amun, (4957) BruceMurray,
(10563) Izhdubar, (12538) 1998 OH, and (161989) Cacus.
Table 1.Asteroid name and number, value of the A2 with its uncertainty,
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N; obtained as A2/σA2 ), value of da/dt with its
uncertainties, and the corresponding references for this result.
Asteroid A2 S/NA2 da/dt Reference
Number and name 10−15 au d−2 10−4 au Myr−1
(2062) Aten −10.97 ± 0.75 14.63 −4.90 ± 0.34 This article
(2062) Aten −13.18 ± 1.53 8.64 −5.98 ± 0.68 Del Vigna et al. (2018)
7.2. Perspectives: detection of non-gravitational
perturbations
The unprecedented quality of Gaia SSO observations, demon-
strated above, opens new perspectives for study. These include
the computation of subtle non-gravitational effects.
The most important of these is the so-called Yarkovsky
effect, a small recoil force that is due to the emission of
photons in the thermal infrared from the surface of SSOs.
The consequence of this emission is a drift in the semi-major
axis of asteroids, which changes their orbits in the long
term (Vokrouhlický et al. 2000).
The Yarkovsky effect depends on numerous physical quanti-
ties, such as the density and the thermal inertia of the asteroids.
Usually, they are unknown and estimated on the base of reason-
able guesses. When very accurate astrometry is available, the
Yarkovsky drift can be measured directly, but this remains a
challenge today. While the Yarkovsky effect has previously been
measured for about 90 NEAs (Farnocchia et al. 2013; Del Vigna
et al. 2018), it has never been measured for MBAs because their
distances are larger and their temperatures and surface properties
are different. Moreover, NEA are smaller objects (the Yaskovsky
intensity decreases with size), which are close enough to enable
precise astrometry by radar ranging techniques.
Gaia is the key to change the current situation. At present,
Gaia DR2 SSO observations are affected by a limitation through
their short time span, 22 months, which in most cases does not
even cover the whole orbit of an object. Therefore they cannot be
used alone to detect small perturbations such as the Yarkovsky
effect, but need to be combined with available ground-based
observations.
The joint use of Gaia and ground-based astrometry is pos-
sible, but because the accuracies are very different (a few
milliarcseconds for Gaia astrometry versus a few hundred mil-
liarcsecond for most ground-based observations), adequate tech-
niques are required to reduce the signature of zonal errors on
SSO astrometry due to pre-Gaia stellar catalogues. An improved
error model is required as well. These complex tasks are beyond
the purpose of this article.
In some exceptional situations, however, ground-based data
are so good that the joint use of Gaia DR2 astrometry becomes
possible even without additional optimisations. We therefore
selected an NEA for which the Yarkovsky effect has previ-
ously been measured in Del Vigna et al. (2018), namely (2062)
Aten, and directly combined 69 Gaia astrometric observations
to the 959 pre-existing ground-based optical measurements and
7 measurements by radar, from 1955 to 2017.
The Yarkovsky effect can be modelled as a transverse accel-
eration depending on one parameter, the so-called A2, which can
be determined in an orbital fit together with the six orbital ele-
ments (Vokrouhlický et al. 2000) and then converted into da/dt
(the variation of the semi-major axis due to the non-gravitational
force). Using this approach, we then compared our results with
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the previously published result. Table 1 shows that the use of
Gaia DR2 observations not only changes the value significantly,
but also improves the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the detection
and its uncertainty.
We wish to stress that even though it is meaningful, this
is only a preliminary result that can certainly be improved
further by reducing biases (zonal errors) and introducing a better
error model for the non-Gaia observations. The systematic
exploitation of Gaia astrometry in this domain appears to be
very promising.
8. Conclusions
Gaia DR2 contains SSO astrometry with an accuracy better than
2–5 mas for the faintest asteroids (around G ∼ 20.5) and reaches
sub-milliarcseond level for objects with G < 17.5, as estimated
from post-fit residuals. This accuracy is essentially 1D in the
direction of the Gaia scan, but an appropriate orbital fitting
procedure shows that the strong footprint of the orientation
vanished when several transits, and therefore different scan
directions were combined. This situation is similar to the
one encountered for the astrometric solution of stars whose
parameters are optimally constrained when data obtained during
several scans in different directions are combined to obtain
precise 2D locations. For SSOs, the location is subject to great
changes at each epoch, but despite the one-dimensionality of
the Gaia astrometric data, a unique orbital solution can be
efficiently adjusted to the trajectory on the sky, and it provides
residuals close to the expectations.
We find that the apparent size of the asteroids can indeed
play a role in the deterioration of the astrometric accuracy for
the brightest targets. The apparent size for bright SSOs (G < 16)
increases well beyond the accuracy of the measurements, and it
even appears to mask the effect of velocity to some extent.
Although more careful investigations are required, second-
order effect such as the displacement of the photo-centre with
respect to the centre of mass as a function of the phase angle does
not seem to be detectable in the bulk distribution of residuals.
This does not necessarily imply that their signature is entirely
absent, as the orbital fit could partially absorb and compensate it.
The SSO data in Gaia DR2 clearly have some limitations that
will be corrected in the future releases. These include corrections
to the astrometry as a function of the object motion, size and
shape, and better instrumental calibration. The bright end is also
expected to be much improved.
Despite these limitations, the Gaia absolute astrometry of
SSOs is clearly the best ever obtained at optical wavelengths.
Only well-observed stellar occultations can compete, but with
the important limitation that they provide only the relative
positions of an SSO and the occulted star.
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isation for Scientific Research (NWO) through grant NWO-M-614.061.414 and
through a VICI grant (A. Helmi) and the Netherlands Research School for
Astronomy (NOVA); – the Polish National Science Centre through HARMO-
NIA grant 2015/18/M/ST9/00544 and ETIUDA grants 2016/20/S/ST9/00162 and
2016/20/T/ST9/00170; – the Portugese Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnolo-
gia (FCT) through grant SFRH/BPD/74697/2010; the Strategic Programmes
UID/FIS/00099/2013 for CENTRA and UID/EEA/00066/2013 for UNINOVA;
– the Slovenian Research Agency through grant P1-0188; – the Spanish Ministry
of Economy (MINECO/FEDER, UE) through grants ESP2014-55996-C2-1-R,
ESP2014-55996-C2-2-R, ESP2016-80079-C2-1-R, and ESP2016-80079-C2-2-
R, the Spanish Ministerio de Economía, Industria y Competitividad through
grant AyA2014-55216, the Spanish Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte
(MECD) through grant FPU16/03827, the Institute of Cosmos Sciences Uni-
versity of Barcelona (ICCUB, Unidad de Excelencia ’María de Maeztu’)
through grant MDM-2014-0369, the Xunta de Galicia and the Centros Sin-
gulares de Investigación de Galicia for the period 2016-2019 through the
Centro de Investigación en Tecnologías de la Información y las Comuni-
caciones (CITIC), the Red Española de Supercomputación (RES) computer
resources at MareNostrum, and the Barcelona Supercomputing Centre - Centro
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Nacional de Supercomputación (BSC-CNS) through activities AECT-2016-1-
0006, AECT-2016-2-0013, AECT-2016-3-0011, and AECT-2017-1-0020; – the
Swedish National Space Board (SNSB/Rymdstyrelsen); – the Swiss State Secre-
tariat for Education, Research, and Innovation through the ESA PRODEX pro-
gramme, the Mesures d’Accompagnement, the Swiss Activités Nationales Com-
plémentaires, and the Swiss National Science Foundation; – the United Kingdom
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, the United Kingdom Science and Technology
Facilities Council (STFC) through grant ST/L006553/1, the United Kingdom
Space Agency (UKSA) through grant ST/N000641/1 and ST/N001117/1, as well
as a Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council Grant PP/C503703/1.
Our work was eased considerably by the use of the data handling and visual-
isation software TOPCAT, and STILTS Taylor (2005). This publication makes
use of data products from NEOWISE, Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer
(WISE), a joint project of the University of California, Los Angeles, and the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory/California Institute of Technology, funded by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. In addition to the currently
active DPAC (and ESA science) authors of the peer-reviewed papers accompa-
nying Gaia DR2, there are large numbers of former DPAC members who made
significant contributions to the (preparations of the) data processing. Among
those are, in alphabetical order: Christopher Agard, Juan José Aguado, Alexan-
dra Alecu, Peter Allan, France Allard, Walter Allasia, Carlos Allende Prieto,
Antonio Amorim, Kader Amsif, Guillem Anglada-Escudé, Sonia Antón, Vladan
Arsenijevic, Rajesh Kumar Bachchan, Angelique Barbier, Mickael Batailler,
Duncan Bates, Mathias Beck, Antonio Bello García, Vasily Belokurov, Philippe
Bendjoya, Hans Bernstein†, Lionel Bigot, Albert Bijaoui, Françoise Billebaud,
Nadejda Blagorodnova, Thierry Bloch, Klaas de Boer, Marco Bonfigli, Giuseppe
Bono, François Bouchy, Steve Boudreault, Guy Boutonnet, Pascal Branet, Elme
Breedt Lategan, Scott Brown, Pierre-Marie Brunet, Peter Bunclark†, Roberto
Buonanno, Robert Butorafuchs, Joan Cambras, Heather Campbell, Christophe
Carret, Manuel Carrillo, César Carrión, Fabien Chéreau, Jonathan Charnas, Ross
Collins, Leonardo Corcione, Nick Cross, Jean-Charles Damery, Eric Darmigny,
Peter De Cat, Céline Delle Luche, Markus Demleitner, Sékou Diakite, Carla
Domingues, Sandra Dos Anjos, Laurent Douchy, Pierre Dubath, Yifat Dzi-
gan, Sebastian Els, Wyn Evans, Guillaume Eynard Bontemps, Fernando de
Felice, Agnès Fienga, Florin Fodor, Aidan Fries, Jan Fuchs, Flavio Fusi Pecci,
Diego Fustes, Duncan Fyfe, Emilien Gaudin, Yoann Gérard, Anita Gómez,
Ana González-Marcos, Andres Gúrpide, Eva Gallardo, Daniele Gardiol, Mar-
wan Gebran, Nathalie Gerbier, Andreja Gomboc, Eva Grebel, Michel Grenon,
Eric Grux, Pierre Guillout, Erik Høg, Gordon Hopkinson†, Albert Heyrovsky,
Andrew Holland, Claude Huc, Jason Hunt, Brigitte Huynh, Giacinto Iannicola,
Mike Irwin, Yago Isasi Parache, Thierry Jacq, Laurent Jean-Rigaud, Isabelle
Jégouzo-Giroux, Asif Jan, Anne-Marie Janotto, François Jocteur-Monrozier,
Paula Jofré, Anthony Jonckheere, Antoine Jorissen, Ralf Keil, Dae-Won Kim,
Peter Klagyivik, Jens Knude, Oleg Kochukhov, Indrek Kolka, Janez Kos,
Irina Kovalenko, Maria Kudryashova, Ilya Kull, Alex Kutka, Frédéric Lacoste-
Seris, Valéry Lainey, Claudia Lavalley, David LeBouquin, Vassili Lemaitre,
Thierry Levoir, Chao Liu, Davide Loreggia, Denise Lorenz, Ian MacDonald,
Marc Madaule, Tiago Magalhães Fernandes, Valeri Makarov, Jean-Christophe
Malapert, Hervé Manche, Mathieu Marseille, Christophe Martayan, Oscar
Martinez-Rubi, Paul Marty, Benjamin Massart, Emmanuel Mercier, Frédéric
Meynadier, Shan Mignot, Bruno Miranda, Marco Molinaro, Marc Moniez, Alain
Montmory, Stephan Morgenthaler, Ulisse Munari, Jérôme Narbonne, Anne-
Thérèse Nguyen, Thomas Nordlander, Markus Nullmeier, Derek O’Callaghan,
Pierre Ocvirk, Joaquín Ordieres-Meré, Patricio Ortiz, Jose Osorio, Dagmara
Oszkiewicz, Alex Ouzounis, Fabien Péturaud, Max Palmer, Peregrine Park, Ester
Pasquato, Xavier Passot, Marco Pecoraro, Roselyne Pedrosa, Christian Peltzer,
Hanna Pentikäinen, Jordi Peralta, Bernard Pichon, Tuomo Pieniluoma, Enrico
Pigozzi, Bertrand Plez, Joel Poels†, Ennio Poretti Merate, Arnaud Poulain, Guy-
laine Prat, Thibaut Prod’homme, Adrien Raffy, Serena Rago, Piero Ranalli,
Gregory Rauw, Andrew Read, José Rebordao, Philippe Redon, Rita Ribeiro,
Pascal Richard, Daniel Risquez, Brigitte Rocca-Volmerange, Nicolas de Roll,
Siv Rosén, Idoia Ruiz-Fuertes, Federico Russo, Jan Rybizki, Damien Seg-
ransan, Arnaud Siebert, Helder Silva, Dimitris Sinachopoulos, Eric Slezak,
Riccardo Smareglia, Michael Soffel, Danuta Sosnowska, Maxime Spano, Vytau-
tas Straižys, Dirk Terrell, Stephan Theil, Carola Tiede, Brandon Tingley, Scott
Trager, Licia Troisi, Paraskevi Tsalmantza, David Tur, Mattia Vaccari, Frédéric
Vachier, Pau Vallès, Walter Van Hamme, Mihaly Varadi, Sjoert van Velzen,
Lionel Veltz, Teresa Via, Jenni Virtanen, Antonio Volpicelli, Jean-Marie Wal-
lut, Rainer Wichmann, Mark Wilkinson, Patrick Yvard, and Tim de Zeeuw. In
addition to the DPAC consortium, past and present, there are numerous people,
mostly in ESA and in industry, who have made or continue to make essential
contributions to Gaia , for instance those employed in science and mission oper-
ations or in the design, manufacturing, integration, and testing of the spacecraft
and its modules, subsystems, and units. Many of those will remain unnamed yet
spent countless hours, occasionally during nights, weekends, and public holidays,
in cold offices and dark clean rooms. At the risk of being incomplete, we specifi-
cally acknowledge, in alphabetical order, from Airbus DS (Toulouse): Alexandre
Affre, Marie-Thérèse Aimé, Audrey Albert, Aurélien Albert-Aguilar, Hania
Arsalane, Arnaud Aurousseau, Denis Bassi, Franck Bayle, Pierre-Luc Bazin,
Emmanuelle Benninger, Philippe Bertrand, Jean-Bernard Biau, François Bin-
ter, Cédric Blanc, Eric Blonde, Patrick Bonzom, Bernard Bories, Jean-Jacques
Bouisset, Joël Boyadjian, Isabelle Brault, Corinne Buge, Bertrand Calvel, Jean-
Michel Camus, France Canton, Lionel Carminati, Michel Carrie, Didier Castel,
Philippe Charvet, François Chassat, Fabrice Cherouat, Ludovic Chirouze, Michel
Choquet, Claude Coatantiec, Emmanuel Collados, Philippe Corberand, Chris-
telle Dauga, Robert Davancens, Catherine Deblock, Eric Decourbey, Charles
Dekhtiar, Michel Delannoy, Michel Delgado, Damien Delmas, Emilie Demange,
Victor Depeyre, Isabelle Desenclos, Christian Dio, Kevin Downes, Marie-Ange
Duro, Eric Ecale, Omar Emam, Elizabeth Estrada, Coralie Falgayrac, Ben-
jamin Farcot, Claude Faubert, Frédéric Faye, Sébastien Finana, Grégory Flandin,
Loic Floury, Gilles Fongy, Michel Fruit, Florence Fusero, Christophe Gabilan,
Jérémie Gaboriaud, Cyril Gallard, Damien Galy, Benjamin Gandon, Patrick
Gareth, Eric Gelis, André Gellon, Laurent Georges, Philippe-Marie Gomez, José
Goncalves, Frédéric Guedes, Vincent Guillemier, Thomas Guilpain, Stéphane
Halbout, Marie Hanne, Grégory Hazera, Daniel Herbin, Tommy Hercher, Claude
Hoarau le Papillon, Matthias Holz, Philippe Humbert, Sophie Jallade, Gré-
gory Jonniaux, Frédéric Juillard, Philippe Jung, Charles Koeck, Marc Labaysse,
Réné Laborde, Anouk Laborie, Jérôme Lacoste-Barutel, Baptiste Laynet, Vir-
ginie Le Gall, Julien L’Hermitte, Marc Le Roy, Christian Lebranchu, Didier
Lebreton, Patrick Lelong, Jean-Luc Leon, Stephan Leppke, Franck Levallois,
Philippe Lingot, Laurant Lobo, Céline Lopez, Jean-Michel Loupias, Carlos
Luque, Sébastien Maes, Bruno Mamdy, Denis Marchais, Alexandre Marson,
Benjamin Massart, Rémi Mauriac, Philippe Mayo, Caroline Meisse, Hervé
Mercereau, Olivier Michel, Florent Minaire, Xavier Moisson, David Monteiro
,Denis Montperrus, Boris Niel, Cédric Papot, Jean-François Pasquier, Gareth
Patrick, Pascal Paulet, Martin Peccia, Sylvie Peden, Sonia Penalva, Michel Pen-
daries, Philippe Peres, Grégory Personne, Dominique Pierot, Jean-Marc Pillot,
Lydie Pinel, Fabien Piquemal, Vincent Poinsignon, Maxime Pomelec, André
Porras, Pierre Pouny, Severin Provost, Sébastien Ramos, Fabienne Raux, Flo-
rian Reuscher, Nicolas Riguet, Mickael Roche, Gilles Rougier, Bruno Rouzier,
Stephane Roy, Jean-Paul Ruffie, Frédéric Safa, Heloise Scheer, Claudie Serris,
André Sobeczko, Jean-François Soucaille, Philippe Tatry, Théo Thomas, Pierre
Thoral, Dominique Torcheux, Vincent Tortel, Stephane Touzeau, Didier Tran-
toul, Cyril Vétel, Jean-Axel Vatinel, Jean-Paul Vormus, and Marc Zanoni; from
Airbus DS (Friedrichshafen): Jan Beck, Frank Blender, Volker Hashagen, Armin
Hauser, Bastian Hell, Cosmas Heller, Matthias Holz, Heinz-Dieter Junginger,
Klaus-Peter Koeble, Karin Pietroboni, Ulrich Rauscher, Rebekka Reichle, Flo-
rian Reuscher, Ariane Stephan, Christian Stierle, Riccardo Vascotto, Christian
Hehr, Markus Schelkle, Rudi Kerner, Udo Schuhmacher, Peter Moeller, Rene
Stritter, Jürgen Frank, Wolfram Beckert, Evelyn Walser, Steffen Roetzer, Fritz
Vogel, and Friedbert Zilly; from Airbus DS (Stevenage): Mohammed Ali, David
Bibby, Leisha Carratt, Veronica Carroll, Clive Catley, Patrick Chapman, Chris
Chetwood, Tom Colegrove, Andrew Davies, Denis Di Filippantonio, Andy Dyne,
Alex Elliot, Omar Emam, Colin Farmer, Steve Farrington, Nick Francis, Albert
Gilchrist, Brian Grainger, Yann Le Hiress, Vicky Hodges, Jonathan Holroyd,
Haroon Hussain, Roger Jarvis, Lewis Jenner, Steve King, Chris Lloyd, Neil Kim-
brey, Alessandro Martis, Bal Matharu, Karen May, Florent Minaire, Katherine
Mills, James Myatt, Chris Nicholas, Paul Norridge, David Perkins, Michael Pieri,
Matthew Pigg, Angelo Povoleri, Robert Purvinskis, Phil Robson, Julien Saliege,
Satti Sangha, Paramijt Singh, John Standing, Dongyao Tan, Keith Thomas, Ros-
alind Warren, Andy Whitehouse, Robert Wilson, Hazel Wood, Steven Danes,
Scott Englefield, Juan Flores-Watson, Chris Lord, Allan Parry, Juliet Morris,
Nick Gregory, and Ian Mansell. From ESA, in alphabetical order: Ricard Abello,
Ivan Aksenov, Matthew Allen, Salim Ansari, Philippe Armbruster, Alessan-
dro Atzei, Liesse Ayache, Samy Azaz, Jean-Pierre Balley, Manuela Baroni,
Rainer Bauske, Thomas Beck, Gabriele Bellei, Carlos Bielsa, Gerhard Billig,
Carmen Blasco, Andreas Boosz, Bruno Bras, Julia Braun, Thierry Bru, Frank
Budnik, Joe Bush, Marco Butkovic, Jacques Candeé, David Cano, Carlos Casas,
Francesco Castellini, David Chapmann, Nebil Cinar, Mark Clements, Giovanni
Colangelo, Peter Collins, Ana Colorado McEvoy, Vincente Companys, Federico
Cordero, Sylvain Damiani, Fabienne Delhaise, Gianpiero Di Girolamo, Yannis
Diamantidis, John Dodsworth, Ernesto Dölling, Jane Douglas, Jean Doutreleau,
Dominic Doyle, Mark Drapes, Frank Dreger, Peter Droll, Gerhard Drolshagen,
Bret Durrett, Christina Eilers, Yannick Enginger, Alessandro Ercolani, Matthias
Erdmann, Orcun Ergincan, Robert Ernst, Daniel Escolar, Maria Espina, Hugh
Evans, Fabio Favata, Stefano Ferreri, Daniel Firre, Michael Flegel, Melanie
Flentge, Alan Flowers, Steve Foley, Jens Freihöfer, Rob Furnell, Julio Galle-
gos, Philippe Garé, Wahida Gasti, José Gavira, Frank Geerling, Franck Germes,
Gottlob Gienger, Bénédicte Girouart, Bernard Godard, Nick Godfrey, César
Gómez Hernández, Roy Gouka, Cosimo Greco, Robert Guilanya, Kester Haber-
mann, Manfred Hadwiger, Ian Harrison, Angela Head, Martin Hechler, Kjeld
Hjortnaes, John Hoar, Jacolien Hoek, Frank Hoffmann, Justin Howard, Arjan
Hulsbosch, Christopher Hunter, Premysl Janik, José Jiménez, Emmanuel Joliet,
Helma van de Kamp-Glasbergen, Simon Kellett, Andrea Kerruish, Kevin Kewin,
Oliver Kiddle, Sabine Kielbassa, Volker Kirschner, Kees van ’t Klooster, Jan Kol-
mas, Oliver El Korashy, Arek Kowalczyk, Holger Krag, Benoît Lainé, Markus
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Landgraf, Sven Landstroem, Mathias Lauer, Robert Launer, Laurence Tu-Mai
Levan, Mark ter Linden, Santiago Llorente, Tim Lock, Alejandro Lopez-Lozano,
Guillermo Lorenzo, Tiago Loureiro, James Madison, Juan Manuel Garcia, Fed-
erico di Marco, Jonas Marie, Filip Marinic, Pier Mario Besso, Arturo Martín
Polegre, Ander Martínez, Monica Martínez Fernández, Marco Massaro, Paolo
de Meo, Ana Mestre, Luca Michienzi, David Milligan, Ali Mohammadzadeh,
David Monteiro, Richard Morgan-Owen, Trevor Morley, Prisca Mühlmann, Jana
Mulacova, Michael Müller, Pablo Munoz, Petteri Nieminen, Alfred Nillies, Wil-
fried Nzoubou, Alistair O’Connell, Karen O’Flaherty, Alfonso Olias Sanz, Oscar
Pace, Mohini Parameswaran, Ramon Pardo, Taniya Parikh, Paul Parsons, Panos
Partheniou, Torgeir Paulsen, Dario Pellegrinetti, José-Louis Pellon-Bailon, Joe
Pereira, Michael Perryman, Christian Philippe, Alex Popescu, Frédéric Rai-
son, Riccardo Rampini, Florian Renk, Alfonso Rivero, Andrew Robson, Gerd
Rössling, Martina Rossmann, Markus Rückert, Andreas Rudolph, Frédéric Safa,
Jamie Salt, Giovanni Santin, Fabio de Santis, Rui Santos, Giuseppe Sarri, Stefano
Scaglioni, Melanie Schabe, Dominic Schäfer, Micha Schmidt, Rudolf Schmidt,
Ared Schnorhk, Klaus-Jürgen Schulz, Jean Schütz, Julia Schwartz, Andreas
Scior, Jörg Seifert, Christopher Semprimoschnig, Ed Serpell, Iñaki Serraller
Vizcaino, Gunther Sessler, Felicity Sheasby, Alex Short, Heike Sillack, Swamy
Siram, Christopher Smith, Claudio Sollazzo, Steven Straw, Pilar de Teodoro,
Mark Thompson, Giulio Tonelloto, Felice Torelli, Raffaele Tosellini, Cecil Tran-
quille, Irren Tsu-Silva, Livio Tucci, Aileen Urwin, Jean-Baptiste Valet, Martin
Vannier, Enrico Vassallo, David Verrier, Sam Verstaen, Rüdiger Vetter, José
Villalvilla, Raffaele Vitulli, Mildred Vögele, Sergio Volonté, Catherine Wat-
son, Karsten Weber, Daniel Werner, Gary Whitehead, Gavin Williams, Alistair
Winton, Michael Witting, Peter Wright, Karlie Yeung, Marco Zambianchi, and
Igor Zayer, and finally Vincenzo Innocente from CERN. In case of errors or
omissions, please contact the Gaia Helpdesk.
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Appendix A: Orbit determination process:
perturbing asteroids
In the orbit determination process, in addition to the Sun, the
eight planets, and the Moon, we also considered the perturba-
tions due to the 16 massive asteroids and Pluto (Table A.1).
Table A.1. Perturbing bodies included in the dynamical model in the
orbit determination process.
Asteroid name Grav. mass References
(km3 s−2)
(1) Ceres 63.20 Standish & Campbell (1984)
(2) Palla 14.30 Standish & Campbell (1984)
(3) Juno 1.98 Konopliv et al. (2011)
(4) Vesta 17.80 Standish & Campbell (1984)
(6) Hebe 0.93 Carry (2012)
(7) Iris 0.86 Carry (2012)
(10) Hygiea 5.78 Baer et al. (2011)
(15) Eunomia 2.10 Carry (2012)
(16) Psyche 1.81 Carry (2012)
(29) Amphitrite 0.86 Carry (2012)
(52) Europa 1.59 Carry (2012)
(65) Cybele 0.91 Carry (2012)
(87) Sylvia 0.99 Carry (2012)
(88) Thisbe 1.02 Carry (2012)
(511) Davida 2.26 Carry (2012)
(704) Interamnia 2.19 Carry (2012)
(134340) Pluto 977.00 Folkner et al. (2014)
Notes. The table contains the asteroid number and name and the
corresponding mass and reference.
Appendix B: Example of queries to the ESA
Archive for SSO tables
All the SSO data are made available through the ESA Archive6.
We here provide some examples of queries to Gaia DR2 tables
concerning asteroids.
This query calls the whole list of SSOs published in Gaia
DR2, with the number and name/provisional designation as in
the Minor Planet Center website7:
SELECT number_mp, denomination
FROM gaiadr2.sso_source
6 https://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/
7 https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/db_search
The following query selects epoch, right ascension α, and
declination δ for a given SSO, ordered by their observation time.
In this case, we have chosen the asteroid (8) Flora, but any aster-
oid can be selected from the list of objects published in Gaia
DR2.
SELECT epoch, ra, dec
FROM gaiadr2.sso_observation
WHERE number_mp = 8 ORDER BY epoch
The query counts the number of NEAs in Gaia DR2:
SELECT COUNT(number_mp)
FROM user_dr2int6.aux_sso_orbits
WHERE a*(1-eccentricity)<1.3
This query calls the observations (epoch, α, delta) and the
residuals in AL and AC for a given object (in this case, we have
chosen the NEA (2062) Aten):
SELECT obs.epoch, obs.ra, obs.dec,
res.residual_al, res.residual_ac
FROM user_dr2int6.sso_observation AS obs
JOIN user_dr2int6.aux_sso_orbit_residuals AS res
USING(observation_id)
WHERE obs.number_mp = 2062
This query selects all the asteroids with the corresponding
values of G magnitude, observations and residuals in AL and
AC when the G magnitude is between 13 and 17.
SELECT obs.number_mp, obs.epoch,
obs.ra, obs.dec, obs.g_mag,
res.residual_al, res.residual_ac
FROM user_dr2int6.sso_observation AS obs
JOIN user_dr2int6.aux_sso_orbit_residuals AS res
USING(observation_id)
WHERE obs.g_mag BETWEEN 13 AND 17
ORDER BY obs.number_mp
This query selects all the observations for a given asteroid (in
this case, (8) Flora) with a non-null magnitude value.
SELECT obs.epoch, obs.ra, obs.dec, obs.g_mag
FROM user_dr2int6.sso_observation AS obs
WHERE obs.g_mag>0 AND obs.number_mp = 8
ORDER BY obs.epoch
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